
Control & Automation
Complete manufacturing solutions



As you grow, you will be looking to add significant 
value to your specific production activities and 
associated processes. As an outsourcing partner,  
PP C&A will be able to assist in numerous ways.

From early design concepts, design for 
manufacture and assembly (DFMA), supply chain 
design and optimisation, to product standardisation, 
design approval processes and machine build, test 
and logistics – a complete end-to-end contract 
manufacturing solution is available.

UNLOCK YOUR GROWTH POTENTIAL
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SATISFYING THE DEMAND FOR 
SMARTER, MORE COMPLEX BUILDS

n     Full design and production capabilities with PP C&A  
        technicians and technical partners.
n     Build to print & DFM capabilities optimise performance cost.
n     Reducing customer’s total acquisition costs and  
        streamlining production.
n     Dedicated and controlled ESD environment has capacity for  
        more complex builds, encompassing high-end PCB assemblies  
        and box builds.

To support electronics assembly demand, PP 
C&A has invested heavily in its own facility 
and specifically, in a dedicated environment 
adhering to the stringent demands of ESD 
(electro-static discharge). With significant added 
value and lead-time reductions, PP C&A can 
satisfy very specific and stringent electronics 
assembly work and subsequently explore and 
support new markets and applications.



This dedicated and controlled environment 
has capacity for more complex and delicate 
builds, encompassing high-end PCB 
assemblies and box builds.

The environment meet the specific needs of 
customer projects and the legal compliance 
to the recognised standards which includes 
investment in special flooring, benches and 
test equipment – all grounded to earth to 
ensure that life of the electronics is protected 
from potential electrostatic discharge.

ESD INVESTMENT

Currently operating >98.50% 
‘on time in full (OTIF)’ service.



This partnership is helping bring new tele-optometry solutions to market at a time when 
remote technology is in huge demand. EYOTO™ is a world leader in the creation of 
advanced tele-optometry solutions for the global optical industry. 

By using PP C&A’s outsourcing service, the firm could speed up time to market, so crucial 
to maximising the commercial benefits of the technology, whilst also leaving its experts 
free to concentrate on core business activities such as R&D.C
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Our ability to have the right skills available in engineering competence, cable preparation 
and creation, electro-mechanical build and assembly meant we had the majority of what 
we needed under one roof and then it was simply a case of designing the build process.

Garry Myatt, PP C&A Sales Director“



PP C&A is a proud member of the Manufacturing 
Assembly Network (MAN Group). The MAN Group 
is a network of manufacturing companies designed 
to share technical excellence in mechanical, 
electrical and electronic engineering processes.

ASSOCIATIONS & PARTNERSHIPS 
UNLOCK WIDER CAPABILITIES

n     Industrial design
n     Contract electronics manufacturing
n     Electrical & electronic assembly
n     PCB design & manufacture
n     High volume precision stamping
n     Plastic injection moulding
n     Aluminium casting & CNC machining
n     Forging

The MAN Group provides access to numerous 
manufacturing disciplines from a single 
source, and a more stable solution for 
complex, multi-discipline engineering projects.



As a customer of PP C&A, you benefit 
from our long-standing relationships with 
expert providers of control, automation, 
and information technology products, 
specialist providers of cabling, 
interconnectivity and electronics 
solutions, and industry specific 
consultancies and testing organisations.

Machinery automation
Remote monitoring, sensing & cyber-security
Robotics & AI
Machine connectivity
Mechanical design
Software development
Standards & approvals
Safety specific applications
Electronics design
Fabrications & machined parts
Plastic moulding & forming



Too many times companies allow a product 
design that engineers in unnecessary cost, 
creates a cumbersome supply chain and poor 
efficiency of build. Such companies then spend 
time and energy, post-design, attempting to 
reduce costs. It is often too little, too late.

A typical pain point for many can be alleviated by 
PP C&A’s proven expertise in value engineering 
at the initial design stage with the customer, 
and optimising the supply chain to create both 
competitiveness and resilience, eliminating ‘hidden 
costs’ and risk.

Supply chain ownership requires valuable 
experience and the necessary competence, in 
order to streamline the supply chain, improving 
efficiencies and associated costs at the same time.

Don’t overlook commercial opportunities. 
Let us manage the supply chain



n     Reduced costs associated with tactical purchasing – day     
        to day “placing & chasing” functions within the purchasing  
        resource can be focused on strategic activities 

n     Minimised goods in and internal logistics processes

n     Reduction in physical space for inventory – creating  
        additional added value spaces (e.g. additional production)

n     Improved working capital and cash conversion cycle times

n     Access to alternative suppliers and product solutions that  
        can provide additional technical benefits

n     Combined customer and supplier purchasing needs,  
        which opens-up an opportunity to leverage volume-based  
        cost reductions

By considering 
the end-to-end 
supply chain, 
we can derive 
maximum 
benefits for the 
customer.



PP C&A has a proven track record 
of working with many of the world’s 
leading OEMs and understand the 
importance of managing the detail.

Cross-functional 
project management

Cross functional project management teams can 
assist you every step of the way, to ensure the 
move to outsourced manufacturing is a smooth 
transition with the minimum of disruption.

PP C&A work with your team and consider all 
factors that can impact the program. 

n     Engineering design
n     Design for Manufacture and Assembly
n     Technical compliance
n     Approvals and standards
n     Test specifications
n     Supply chain considerations
n     Packaging and logistics



This is a partnership making the most of £multi-million global opportunities to supply 
SmartStores Secure cloud-based technological innovation to customers around the 
world. The relationship has seen PP C&A and Inventor-e collaborate to develop a secure 
industrial vending machine cabinet, specifically designed for unmanned/remote stores.  
 
PP C&A established a dedicated production cell to cut lead times by 20% and help 
increase capacity to cope with new orders. The product has been developed for the North 
American marketplace, with all systems fully approved to the relevant UL standards.C
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The team at PP C&A has provided us with a lot 
of food for thought on future builds and we have 
already used its design and engineering expertise 
to improve our solutions and reduce costs.

Andy Ingram, Inventor-e Sales Director“



The complete end-to-end contract 
manufacturing & assembly solution

Multi-discipline production 
& engineering capabilities

Early design concepts & design for 
manufacture and assembly (DFMA)

Supply chain design & optimisation

Product standardisation & design 
approval processes Machine build, test and logistics

Cross-functional 
project management

Established technical partnerships

Outsourcing model unlocks real 
business benefits.



Landywood Green, Cheslyn Hay
West Midlands WS6 7AL

+44 (0)1922 419109
info@ppcanda.com

ppcanda.com 
/contract-manufacturing-assembly/

“Providing our customers with a more 
comprehensive outsourcing solution 
that enables them to focus on growing 
their sales revenue and market share 
is critical to our joint success.”

TONY HAGUE, C.E.O 
PP CONTROL & AUTOMATION

CONTROL & AUTOMATION CONTRACT MANUFACTURINGSTRATEGIC OUTSOURCING
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